
Intralinks AI Redaction 
Scan, review, redact. Done.

“The AI Redaction 
feature is super 
intuitive and easy  
to use.” 

-- Analyst, top-3 investment bank

“Intralinks’ AI Redaction 
tool helped me save  
more than 50% of the 
time, as it does most of 
the upfront work.” 

-- Associate, top-5 M&A advisory firm

Deal data security has never 
been easier.
VDRProTM’s AI Redaction feature streamlines your workflow 

and protects your most sensitive data – all with assistance 

from our advanced AI engine.

Protect your data with an intelligent 
redaction assistant.
Document redaction is a critical part of deal preparation. 

Unintentional exposure of personally identifiable 

information (PII), key contract provisions, customer 

names and other sensitive data could irreparably harm 

your deal and your reputation. 

The traditional approach to redaction is time-consuming 

and prone to errors. Standalone software can help, 

but those tools are largely manual, taking time and 

considerable expense, even when outsourced. Plus, 

maintaining multiple versions of a document can 

challenge your workflow and VDR integrity.

Intralinks AI Redaction feature in VDRProTM transforms 

the way you redact critical deal documents and gets you 

to due diligence faster. 

Our redaction engine uses artificial intelligence to 

identify common data elements like names, addresses, 

and other PII. Users can add customized terms and then 

initiate redaction across a set of documents, all from 

within VDRProTM. 

Documents can be queued for review and 

automatically replace the source document, once 

approved. As the deal matures, documents can be 

easily re-opened to adjust the redaction criteria or 

reverted back to their original form – all with the click 

of a button.

“AI Redaction did most of 
the work for me. I just had 
to review and confirm.”

-- Associate, top-5 M&A advisory firm

NEW! Now with bulk capabilities to seamlessly  
redact numerous documents at once.
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Contact us for more information intralinks.com/contact/sales

AI works on scanned PDFs

Add documents Redact  
and replaceAI scanning Publish a 

new document
Review 
documents

Review data found by AI, and 

supplement using search 

function or manual mark up

Add documents and 

folders to Redaction area

PII data auto-detection (date, name, 

address, email address, phone number, 

company name and Other Identifiers)

Press a button to redact 

 all marked data elements

Revert to original 

document if desired

AI Assisted Redaction Process

Save time: AI gives you a head start, saving 

days over time-consuming, fully manual 

reviews or costly outsourcing

Heighten security: centralize the document 

review process in VDRProTM, eliminating gaps 

in your workflow

Reduce risk: decrease the likelihood 

that you’ll unintentionally share sensitive 

document information

Increase productivity: seamlessly permission 

and share documents, and easily revert to non-

redacted versions, when needed

Regain control: integration into VDRProTM 

gives you control over document selection, 

review and approval 

Ensure compliance: queue documents for 

review and approval before posting to the 

data room

Use Intralinks AI Redaction to:
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